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Supply List: 
 
*Embroidery and sewing machine in good working order with power cords, hoops, and instruction manuals 

*Design – must be purchased from Designs By JuJu. The SKU is DBJJITH308 Farmhouse Christmas Table Runner 

* Fabric as outlined in the instruction sheets if you are kitting this yourself with embroidery thread to match 

*Embroidery thread to match the fabric kit 

*This kit has a choice of two colorways – red or blue 

*Stabilizer.  I recommend using a No Show Mesh type 

*Sewing and embroidery supplies such as curved scissors, duck bill scissors, filled bobbins, ruler, rotary cutter, machine 

needles, etc. 

*Embroidery hoops 

*Batting:  There are 5 blocks that require 6” x 10” batting, 6 blocks  3½” X 10” batting, 10 blocks 6” X 3½” batting, 12 

blocks 3½” X 3½” batting and a piece of batting 2” larger than the completed embroidered pieces after they are sewn 

together. The 6” x 10” used a 18” x 44” piece of batting.  

* Backing fabric 2” larger than the completed embroidered pieces after they are sewn together and binding (If you 

purchase a kit, the binding is included). The 6” x 10” used a piece of backing 18” x 44” 

*Basting spray 



*Walking foot for your sewing machine. The finished design is several layers thick, and a walking foot may work best for 

the stitch in the ditch process and when adding your binding. 

If you kit your own project, please cut your fabrics prior to class. The sizes are included in the Designs By JuJu instruction 

booklet. 

I used Invisible thread for the top with a bobbin in a color that matched the backing to stitch in the ditch when the 

project was sewn together. 

 

 

 

All supplies with an * are available for purchase at Moore’s! 

www.moores-sew.com 

 


